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Michela Pomaro. “All in all”.
curated by Giovanni Agosti

From November 16, 2016 until January 10, 2017

Galleria Monopol (Monopoly Gallery) presents “Alla fin della fiera” (“All in all”) a solo show by 

Michela Pomaro.

In one sector of the gallery the artist has built a green lacquered iron piece of furniture, like those 

used to sell  fruits on the street corners and filled it with wooden boxes, of identical size, each 

containing a work with different shades of color. Thirty boxes filled with apricots, strawberries and 

cherries ...  all the fruits in the world that actually undergo a transformation to become abstract 

forms: like colored polyhedra.

Across this sector, in the other part of the gallery, facing the window open on the street, we find a 

steel counter that exactly resembles an ice cream counter. Inside we find some aluminum trays, each  

of one containing soft and monochromatic sculptures: yellow, orange and fuchsia are their colors. It 

is their acid and almost psychedelic color that characterizes Michela's work.

Everything is wrapped up by a neon-blue light which has the same wavelength of the fluorescent 

colors, so as to transform the gallery into one last night fair.

The exhibition is  accompanied by a catalog, in the form of a bank check book, with a text by  

Giovanni Agosti.

Michela Pomaro was born in Biella and lives and works in Milan. She attended the Academy of 

Fine Arts, Munich. Her work, from the early beginnings, deals with the problem of the relationship 

between light and color. Her exhibitions include: Vercelli,  the Market Gallery 2005, Biella Villa 

Schneider 2006. In 2009 she took part in the first edition of Happy Days at Casa Testori in Novate  

Milanese with The Ara Pacis room and in the same year she exhibited the cycle Time is on my side 

at Obraz Gallery in Milan. In 2010 she had a solo show (Assoluto Naturale) at the Hotel  Savoy in 

Florence. In 2016 she presented Space Invaders at Aspesi's in Milan and has participated in the 

exhibition Contexto in Edolo with the work I Cinque Sensi. She was part of the Suzzara Price in the 

same year, invited by No Place
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